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Go to mainstream content Enter your mobile phone number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle app. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet or computer - a Kindle device is required. Apple Android Windows Phone Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: Taro Maps Getty /Atie Buckleitner Taro can help you predict your future, understand yourself better, and give your friends a deep reading. But learning to read tarot takes time and many hours of practice to master. If you're interested in learning tarot, you need a deck. Odds, your deck comes
with a card value exchange booklet and possibly a simple spread or two. But if you're interested in getting more, the tarot book can guide you. You see, there are many different methods of card learning, not to mention approaches to practice. (Just ask five tarot readers if you should read your own maps and you'll get
very different answers.) Whether you want to learn simple tarot spreads, develop your own method of reading maps, or search for deeper information about the meaning of archetype maps, there are books out there to help you. Here are some of our faves. Advertising - Continue reading below 1 for beginners How to
read tarot: Jessica Wiggan's modern guide How to Read Tarot is a simple, simple introduction to practice. 2 for Instagram-savvy reader Everyday Tarot: Unlock your inner wisdom and show your future Running Press Adult amazon.com $25.00 Author Brigitte Esselmont, founder of the Platform Biddy Tarot (which has
over 100K followers on Instagram, NBD), Everyday Tarot is a modern guide to teaching tarot. 3 for writer Neo Taro: A Fresh Approach to Self-Service, Healing and Empowerment by Hardy Grant amazon.com Jericho Mandybur's Neo Taro offers a logging of tips for self-reflection and self-service. Take an empty notebook
and be ready to write! 4 for those who take self-service seriously to tarot for self-service: How to use the tarot to display your best Self Adams Media amazon.com Minerva Siegel Taro for self-service offers tarot spreads and analysis cards specifically designed to encourage self-registration. She presents the tarot as a
meaningful ritual that helps stimulate personal growth. 5 for fans of Taro history (Library of Esoterics) Taschen amazon.com $36.00 Jessica Hundley Taro explores a fascinating 600-year history of card reading. 6 for Skeptic Modern Tarot: Connecting with Your Supreme Self through the wisdom of the HarperOne card
amazon.com $20.41 Michelle Tea Modern Tarot is skeptical, focusing on using tarot to help in self-reflection rather than predicting the future. 7 Artist's Holistic Tarot: An Integral Approach to Using Tarot for the Personal Growth of the North Atlantic Book amazon.com Benebell Wen's Holistic Tarot how to use tarot to tap
into your subconscious creativity and intuition. 8 for a reader with kicks on the ground How to Deal: Tarot for Everyday Life Harpercollins amazon.com $15.69 Sami Main's How to Deal: Tarot for Everyday Life focuses on using tarot for self-reflection and practical solutions in your daily activities. 9 for Fan Jambalaya's
memoir: The Natural Woman's Book of Personal Charms and Practical Rituals by HarperOne amazon.com 80s Classics, Jambalaya Louise Teish: The Book of Natural Women combines memoir and folk wisdom as a Teish Yoruba priestess and a tarot reader- shares her story and offers various ritual suggestions. 10 For
those who love the motto Daily Oracle: Look for answers from your Supreme Self Hardy Grant amazon.com Designed to work like a tarot deck, Jericho Mandybur's Daily Oracle contains a suggestion or two of tips on each page. Turn it open at random every morning, or when you're looking for a guide. 11 for the inclusive
reader of Taro's Tariring Taro Weiser Books amazon.com Cassandra Snow's queering tarot deconstructs the archetypes of maps, offering alternative and more inclusive interpretations of their meanings. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertising - Continue reading below the original Rider Waite Tarot deck, perhaps the most coveted tarot deck in the world. It comes along with an instruction booklet that explains the maps and their use. A summary of The
Ryder's book Waite Tarot Deck was originally published by William Ryder and son of London in 1909. The famous illustrator Pamela Coleman Smith drew maps in accordance with the instructions given by the academic Arthur Edward Waite. The following year, A.E. Waite wrote the Key to the Tarot instruction and
detailed how to use the deck, the history of the cards, and the meaning of each character. The booklet was combined with the deck and they were jointly sold as a set. It is gradually made famous and plays a significant role in the progress of the tarot deck. Photos on the deck seem simple, but each feature has a
figurative connotation. 78 cards are distributed on two arches - a major and a small one. The instruction brochure explains how 56 minor cards are then divided into four costumes - sticks, cups, pentatls and swords. Most tarot decks are produced today, said to be replicas of the 1909 Rider Waite deck, due to similarities
in their illustrations and symbolism. About A. E. Waite Arthur Edward Waite was a British writer, academic, editor and translator. He wrote about 50 books and translated many works from French to English. His core interests topics such as the Holy Grail, Alchemy and Taro. Arthur was born in America, but moved to
England in the first years after his father's death. He was a sincere Catholic, but after the death of his teenage sister, he began to lose faith. He slowly began to get carried away with the occult. He began writing essays and articles that eventually forced him to develop the Ryder Waite Taro deck along with the key to the
tarot. Some of Arthur's books are internal and external initiations of the Order of the Golden Dawn, the Hidden Church of the Holy Grail, and the Theory of the Rosenkrucian Manifesto. Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Alyssa Buildings, Begonia and Carnation Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli
Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC06107 Phone: 1800 208 9898 Tarot is all about your intuition. This is the inner voice of your higher self, and tarot cards can help you hear your inner voice and receive its message. Having these tarot cards values and interpretations at your fingertips
will help you better understand what your inner voice is trying to tell you! Learn about the best cards for: love, money, healing and reconciliation. Click any tarot card below to learn its meaning using the universal Deck wait! Want to see cards in another deck? Browse our decks to select the deck! See any map in
Universal Waite Deck:The FoolThe MagicianThe High PriestessThe EmpressThe EmperorThe HierophantThe LoversThe ChariotStrengthThe HerWhmiteel of FortuneJusticeThe Hanged ManDeathTemperanceThe DevilThe TowerThe MoonThe SunJudgementThe WorldAce of WandsTwo from WandsThree
wandsIvesSix from WandsSeven from WandsEight from WandsNine from WandsTen from WandsPage wands Knight from Wands'ueen from WandsKing from WandsAce from CupsTwo CupsThe 30th CupsFive CupsSix CupsSome from CupsNine Cups CupqAccesCafe swordsTriy swordsTriy swordFour SwordsSacing
SwordsIx SwordsSem SwordsOuing SwordsOn SwordsSAcing SwordsOn Night SwordsKnight SwordsKeak SwordsCake Swords MechiKache CoinsTwo from CoinsThree from CoinsFour CoinSix CoinKiMe coinsTimes CoinOnTo CoinOnOnThosOntonAs coins As coins As coins 8-bit tarot African Taro Angel Taro
Aquarius Archeon Archeon Art of Life Caliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarokki Cat People Sky's Eye Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawley Crow Magick Crystal Visions Dark Devil's Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Taro Epicurean Taro Recipe Card Esoteero Etteilla Faerie Tarot Fantastic
Creatures Fantastic Tarot Fenstra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melanized Classic Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace
Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old Old Way Omega Oneland World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait Century Spiral Staircase Stars Tarot Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ)
Tapestry Tarot of Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams of the Taro Spirit of the Spirit of the Witch's New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza The Quirky Winged Spirit of Taro zerner Farber Taro Page 2Thlong and Feisty 8-Bit Tarot is a tribute to the classic arcade game of the 80s, With
digitally reproduced images from the classic Ryder-Waite Taro reimagined pixel by pixel artist Indigo Kelleigh.Buy This DeckView Any map in this DeckView All DecksPage 3The 1JJ Swiss Deck Tarot is a variation of The classic deck of Marseille , with French names and reissues of original woodcut images depicting
black, white and primary colored figures in 19th century costumes. Buy this DeckView any card in this DeckView All DecksPage 4 PREVIOUS CARD MOON NEXT CARD Court Page 5 PREVIOUS CARD Tower Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT CARD Moon Learn the meaning of the Tarot Star card
in less than a minute! The Tarot Star Map is about reuniting one's soul with the divine - overcoming personality, family, community and reputation. This should ultimately be done with the freedom to be its self. The Star Map helps us remember our lofty origins and our attraction to the higher union. This map can also be
called the Heavenly Mandate - what brings us back to our reason to be. The star reminds us that in some ways we are agents of divine will in our day-to-day lives. If we let go of the idea that we need to be in control, we can more easily notice and appreciate the synchronicity that pushes us together. In this way, we
become more conscious of the invisible hand of help, and we better understand our place inside - and value - of the large cosmos. The Star reverse card assumes that you are temporarily alienated from your brilliance and usefulness. You may feel clumsy, unqualified, at odds with your true nature. Perhaps you forget the
purpose of your soul in this life. Focus on your unique gifts and talents - their source is divine. It is your job to learn how to apply them in any situation your life offers you. Star map advises you to higher values, increase the increase in spiritual cultivation and meditation practice, and surrender to greater good. Connect to
your higher self, a creature of a larger kingdom traveling along an evolutionary course that began a long time ago and runs endlessly into the future. This is the part you want to connect with and communicate with. Now is the time for calm contemplation. Listen to the voice inside. Anything that will interfere with this
communication may not serve your interests right now. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Star card in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic
Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden
Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New
Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot
Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fantant Winged Spirit Taro zerner Farber Taro Page 6 PREVIOUS CARD Devil Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. game systems, Inc NEXT CARD Star learn the meaning of the tarot card tower in a minute! In
virtually all issuances of map towers, the disaster strikes or has just struck. Demons of madness and despair are freed from ancient shelters, and nature colludes with human flaws to destabilize society. The coup is collective and impersonal. Let us remember that these images were created for educated nobles and
clergy, reminding them that they would lose the most if the hierarchy was overthrown. Lightning is a worthy karmic reckoning for the guilt of those whose condition is associated with exploitation or abuse of others. The modern subtitle can be a revolution, pointing out that through radical social change, oppressed people
can find new hope for better times. Tower experience comes as a flash of lightning to topple the hierarchy of the old order, after which everyone can start all over again on Equitable. Map of tower cancelled offers offers The drama is over. All the sloping towers fell. Leave behind the questions and emotions that caused
this to happen. Ask yourself what you can do now that the options of your past are closed. As you take yourself and start over, you will find new energy for your next significant effort. With a map of the tower, think of yourself as a transformation agent. This self-confident role can create stressful situations. Your vision
shows you that radical change has already been unleashed by forces far more than mere mortals, and therefore you no longer resist. Now you can be at the forefront of recognizing and accepting the invigorating presence of the future gap now. Try tapping the tougher parts of the changes as they unfold, so that the most
vulnerable are the most lenient. Recognize yourself as well as others in your life who offer their resources to usher in a better future. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Tower map in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life
Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra
Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern
Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase
Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 7 PREVIOUS CARD Jupiter Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Game Systems,
Inc NEXT CARD Chariot Learn the Meaning of Lovers Tarot Cards per minute! While it has taken on a strictly romantic redefinition of meaning in some modern decks, the traditionally Lovers Tarot card reflects the challenges of choosing a partner. You can't look both ways at a crossroads. The images on this map in
different decks have changed more than most because we've had so many ways to look at sex and relationships between cultures and Classically, Classically, This card reminded us of the real problems associated with romantic relationships, with the main character often shown in the act of making either or choosing. To



participate in a higher ideal, you often need to sacrifice a smaller option. The path of pleasure eventually leads to a distraction from spiritual growth. The satisfaction of the individual eventually gives way to the call from the spirit as the soul matures. Modern decks tend to depict a sense of romantic love with this card,
showing Adam and Eve at the gates of Eden when everything was still perfect. This interpretation depicts humanity before the fall, and one might think that implies another choice - the choice of evolution over perfection, or the choice of personal growth through relationships - instead of fantasy, where everything falls into
place perfectly and is taken care of effortlessly. The Cards Lovers cancelled can mean that you go along with a divided situation because you have an interest in the opposition. You cannot resolve this situation until you have up to your own double standards. Recognize the resistance you feel instead of acting half-
heartedly or with unspoken grievances. In such an important area of your life, you don't have to just go along to get along. The Lovers card advises you to explore your options and make the wisest choice. Carefully consider your long-term interests. There is no judgment on what you choose to keep from the array of
possibilities in front of you. Just watch out for a choice that will lead to dissatisfaction and discontent. Be prepared to make some compromises and then stick to the commitments that you finally make. Trust your intuition with your rational intellect, and once you make your choice, do it with conviction. A powerful message
awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... The Love Card in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact
Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal
Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marseille Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melanized Classic Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Tarot Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth
Paulta Fantas-Magoric Fast and Renaissance Easy Rider Waite Sun and Moon Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Tarot Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Spirit Of Taro Witch New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit of Taro zerner Farber Taro Page 8 PREVIOUS
CARD Junon Swiss (1JJ) Deck © U. Games, Inc. The Empress is Major Arkana, or trump card, which depicts the energy of a great mother. It is nature, around us, but also within us, an ever-evolving source of vitality. The Empress is often depicted as a pre-Christian goddess, as one whom the high priest sends to earth
for the rest of us. In medieval Europe, a map of the Empress was written to represent any queen now ruled by the land, probably to satisfy the Inquisitors. But scientists of the Renaissance and beyond did not doubt its true identity - it could not be fully revealed on the maps of the tarot as a woman dressed with the sun
until the end of the French Revolution.This supreme archetype of femininity also symbolizes fertility. It is the Empress who provides us with food and safety. It is also sometimes seen as delighting us with flowers and fruits. The potentially terrifying aspect of this archetype manifests itself whenever karmic mood swings
destroy our plans, like the storm that has hit us. Whatever happens, the Empress is the source of our incarnation and natural lLaw. It can even be called the Great Recycler. Since the Empress represents nature when it is reversed, she has enormous natural power to correct her childless children. Volcanoes, tsunamis,
hurricanes and the like symbolize violent emotions caused by ignorant or stupid people. If you feel like being corrective, you are probably justified, but set limits on how punitive you allow yourself to be. You don't want to go too far and destroy everything you've taken so much fun in. Take your good intentions in fulfilling
your duties as a compassionate person. You are able to demonstrate the best aspects of your personality. Demonstrate this through thoughtful action, forgiving and generous attitude and wise understanding of the needs and struggles of others. Bring a healing impact to the current situation and take full credit for the
support part you are playing. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Empress's card in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel Tarot Taro Aquarius Archeon Archeton Art Of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Cat Eye Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic
Connolly Space Crawley Crow Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Recipe Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Tarot Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts and Perfume Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro
Gammnie Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Tarot Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old Old
Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Wait Thai Russian Sacred Art Sacred Rose Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait Century Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Tarot
Spirit Of Taro Witches New PalladiumNi Tarot Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 9 PREVIOUS CARD Empress Swiss (1JJ) Deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT CARD Jupiter Learn the value of the map of Emperor Taro in less than a
minute! In the most practical terms, the map of Emperor Taro is the highest leadership, the head of state or the most exemplary and powerful person in the kingdom. This archetypal ruler is responsible for the affairs of society or society, which are directly proportional to his well-being and happiness. The more
enlightenment and cosmic perspective this energy brings, the better life is for all. The imperial archetype masters the world of matter and physical manifestation. When you apply this card to your situation, recognize your ability to master. Strengthen the sense of sovereignty within yourself, despite any self-restraint of
beliefs, habits or appearances to the contrary. When the Emperor's card is cancelled, there may be a tendency to behave like a petty tyrant, insisting that she be pampered, served, and flattered. This emperor prefers his own version of events to what is actually true, and therefore risks losing the respect of his people. Try
to curb any arrogance can distort your point of view. Remember that although the emperor looks like a king, he is everyone's servant in his kingdom. If he doesn't serve well, the negative impact of his own defects will cause him to down. When the emperor arises, he advises you to connect with your inner sovereignty and
natural possession. Understand that somewhere deep inside you is the memory of royalty. Reach inside to find that strain of natural nobility and leadership. These innate qualities will help you cope with the current situation. The Emperor assumes that you have the necessary abilities to be the ultimate authority. This
situation provides an opportunity to demonstrate their competence and skill. Act someone who knows how to take care of business. Powerful message awaits waiting You! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... The emperor's card in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel Taro Aquarius Archeon Art of Life
Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarokki Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawley Crow Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tar Epicurean Taroture Recipe Card Esoterico Eterico Eterico Eteril Fairy Tarot Fantastic Creatures Fantastic
Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts and Perfume Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm's Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Yolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marseille Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned
Classic Taro Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Easy Renaissance Ryder Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait
Century Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Gobelen Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Of Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit of Taro zerner Farber Taro Page 10 PREVIOUS CARD Star Swiss (1JJ)
deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc NEXT CARD Sun Learn the meaning of Moon Tarot Cards within a minute! The map of the moon refers to the deep state of sensitivity and creative impressionability developed in the womb of deep relaxation. Here we dream and go into a trance, have visions and receive ideas, wash
and go out with mental tides, and experience deep mystical and/or terrible realities beyond our usual senses. In a state of extended consciousness, we cannot always control what is happening. The map of the moon is the final test of the integrity of the soul, where the membrane between itself and the unknown is
removed, and a drop of individuality re-enters the ocean of being. What happens next is between the soul and its creator. The reverse map suggests that you can deceive yourself, exaggerate or embellish your version of the situation. Consider repeating the emotional, dramatic performance of events rather than holding
on to bare facts. The temptation to allow yourself to be swept away is emotionally or mentally understandable, but it doesn't help you find your balanced center in chaotic times. The Map of the Moon advises you to trust your instincts and intuition. Your intuitive body, which is connected with all living things, is sharper and
faster than the cultivated, civilized me. The everyday mind may not be ready for strange oceanic circumstances. Besides, he doesn't have a game plan. intuitive body will support you unmistakably if don't interfere and don't try to control what you're taking. The best approach would be to meditate. Try to just be a witness.
Do nothing; Let nature carry you forward. This may be the best option in this situation. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Map of the moon in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat
People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron
Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro
Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ)
Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro zerner Farber Taro Page 11 PREVIOUS CARD King coins Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT Wizard OF LOOK TO know the
meaning of Pamela Coleman-Smith's The Fool' Early classic versions of the Fool's card, however, depict a very different character - a man driven by basic needs and motivations who fell into a state of poverty and deprivation. In some earlier cases, Fool is made to be a carnival artist or huckster. In others, he is portrayed
as decrepit and vulnerable - as a cumulative result of his delusions and failures. It's only in the 20th century that you see the popular Ryder Waite image of a fool emerge - that innocent soul before its fall into matter, untainted contact with society and all its troubles. Modern decks usually borrow from Images of Ryder
Waite. Most fool cards copy the bucolic scene on a mountainside, a butterfly, and a potential inappropriate move that will send a fool tumbling into the unknown. Do not forget, however, that earlier versions of this map represented already fallen humanity, overly identified with the material plane of existence, and began to
self-discovery and, and, Wisdom. The fool reminds us to recognize the path of personal development within ourselves - and the stage on the path where we find ourselves - in order to intensify our movement towards deeper self-fulfillment. When the Fool's card is reversed, you encounter the unfinished side of yourself,
part still trapped in the shadow of ignorance or immaturity. Emotional reflex or psychological attitude can keep you from answering authentically and naturally. Free yourself from any dogma or taboo to restore your natural truthfulness and instinct for the right actions. The fool advises you to ease. Allow yourself to be
spontaneous enough to go beyond logic. There is no advantage that you can gain by thinking that you have the knowledge, power or control to direct reality. Open and get without a doubt, instead of managing what's happening right now. The fool has no ambition to manipulate a particular result. Just happy to be a part
of the whole. Release any requirements or expectations. Pay your full attention to the events as they happen at the moment. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Fool's card in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro
Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui
Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval
Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro
Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro zerner Farber Taro Page 12 PREVIOUS CARD Court Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT
CARD Ace of Wands Learn the value of the tarot world map in a minute! The map of the world points to the presiding wisdom that sustains life in this and in all worlds. In most tarot decks, it is the female figure that has become our standard World. It originates in Hebrew, Gnosthic and alchemical alchemical and stands
between heaven and Earth as the cosmic mother of souls, the wife of God, and our protector from the karmic forces that we release on Earth in our immaturity and ignorance. The goddess of the map of the world invites us into cosmic citizenship - as soon as we realize the potential of our soul for this. He announces the
awakening of the immortal existence of the soul, achieved without the need for death. This map, like the Sun, is known to have no negative value no matter where or how it appears. If the hermetic axiom of Know Yourself, this image represents something that becomes known when the true nature of self follows creative
freedom and its ultimate realization. Map World is one of two cards that have no reverse value. However, this may indicate a slight slowdown in the flow of events or the need for more introspection as events unfold. Practice trusting and resting in nurturing the support of the Great Mother Goddess, while things sort
themselves out. Map of the World can give you permission to do whatever you want. Currently, your motivation is close to the will of the divine. Even if you make a mistake, it will be for greater good. Stay active and just keep moving forward. There is no need to check or interrupt your spontaneity with calculation. Instead
of seeking consensus or approval from others, just dance the dance. In other words, express yourself, react naturally, and let the chips fall where they can. Divine intent is important. The question of whether people approve or not is less important. If you let your ego inflate, however, you cease to be useful for a larger
plan. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Map of the World in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick
Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween
Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World
Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Ryder Waite Royal Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams of Tarot from Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro zerner Farber
Taro Page 13 PREVIOUS CARD Two Swiss Swords (1JJ) Deck © U.S. Game Systems, Inc. NEXT CARD Four Swords learn the meaning of three swords tarot cards within a minute! Traditionally, Three Swords meant the separation or break-up of significant relationships, including the tragic emotions that come with
such an event. Some maps show a horizon filled with storm clouds and flashing lightning. The positive side of this card would be the end of drained or disappointing associations to become free again. One message this card brings is to cut some things freely. Despite sentimental memories and emotional attachments,
we must let go of relationships that either cannot fulfill their promise or have experienced the pleasure and support we once found in them. Three swords reversed suggests that the storm is cleared, feelings are being felt, communication skills are improving, accusations and paranoia are diminished. The need for conflict
seems to be debilitating, a change that is worth being thankful for, although some problems may still arise from this episode. Three swords in this position advises you to strike out on your own. Become more independent. Separate yourself from the people and forces with which you do not feel compatible. Grow thicker
skin. Use your creativity and imagination and look for situations where how you see things makes sense to the people around you. Move to those who can accept and appreciate your talents and all you need to contribute. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Three sword cards in all
decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot
Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel
Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Ryder Waite Royal Taro
Star Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Tarot Lunar Garden Tarot Tarot Taro Spirit Tarot Witch New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancium Fantant Winged Spirit Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 14 PREVIOUS CARD Nine Swords Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games
Systems, Inc NEXT CARD Page Swords Ten of this lawsuit is the end of something. As easy to understand from the picture in many decks, there is no hope of rebirth here. The limit has been reached, the line has been crossed, and there is no turning back. In some situations, this may be felt as a tragic loss, but often
brings with it a paradoxical sense of liberation and closure. Waiting and wondering, are over. There is no more ambiguity. You can rightly let go and move on, because there is no progress. Emotionally and psychologically, this map appears when one is exhausted and exhausted, burned by the efforts of care and
response and tries to make a difference. When a person feels this way, they have achieved burnout and can no longer be held responsible for anything, and therefore can be forgiven for caving or digging up a struggle. Simple instructions: Go no further in this direction! Ten swords reversing suggests that you may have
been over-dramatizing your predicament. In an attempt to gain empathy and understanding from others, you began to believe your own stories and excuses. Ask yourself what you would do if there was no one around to sympathize with you. Will you make a faster recovery? If you rethink your situation to emphasize the
chance to start all over again, it won't be so bad. Consider the possibility that you're indulging in drama; more accurately look at your situation. Ten swords in this position advises that you have been lying low for a while. Do not move. Keep yourself as safe as possible until the drama, even possible injury, plays on its
own. As soon as the commotion subsides, you will be able to assess the damage and start doing repairs. The situation can be compared to a hurricane that moves around the neighborhood. You can't be sure whether he's going to pass through the corner of the field or whether he's going to crash into your house. In the
face of such unpredictability, protect yourself, hope for the best and wait. Sometimes an extreme turn of events serves as a valve to relieve pressure for all the unexpressed and unresolved energy that was being built. Trust the process, even if everything may seem pretty harsh right now. A powerful message awaits you!
Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Ten sword cards in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel Taro Aquarius Archeon Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarokki Cat People Cat's Eye Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Visions Dark Deviant Moon Dragon
Dreaming Way English Magic Taro Epicurean Taro Recipe Maps Esoterico Eterico Etherico Esterilla Fairy Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradell Gandron Ghosts Haindl Halloween Hanson Hanson Roberts Herbal Herbs Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic
Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Taro Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Light
Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Russian Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait Century Spiral Staircase Stars Tarot Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Tarot The Witch of the New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro
Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fantant Winged Spirit of Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 15 PREVIOUS CARD Six Swiss Swords (1JJ) Deck © U.S. Games Systems Systems , Inc. NEXT CARD Eight Swords Learn the meaning of seven swords tarot cards in less than a minute! The seventh of this costume usually refers to
mental readiness acquired through imagination, including rehearsal and visualization of desired results. This card represents the positive mental habits of a natural winner. The image most often associated with this map is an image of a warrior who entered an enemy camp on the eve of a fateful battle, checking their
preparation and stealing their swords. Such a step is guaranteed to demoralize the enemy and undermine his work in the upcoming confrontation. Putting it into today's environment, whoever draws this map should work smarter, not harder. Think long and deep, explore all the angles and put yourself in the shoes of your
competitors. As a result, you will have such a deep understanding of the whole situation that there will be no surprises - and no excuses for anything other than success. Skillful preparation justifies the optimism of a natural winner. When the Seven Swords is reversed, it reminds us that even heroic efforts are sometimes
not fully successful or underestimated. If you have done all you could and answered the calls of conscience appropriately, you are still a noble soul. When situations resist helping, don't blame yourself for failures. At least you know in your heart that you have given it your best effort. The Seven Swords in this position
suggests that deep inside you already know exactly what is going to happen. You know what steps to take and what order to take them to achieve the desired result in this situation. You can have enough review to see how to advance through the maze and reach your goal. unfettered success. Even when the path you
are on changes and the circumstances around you obscure your view, keep the desired result clear and sharp in your mind. You are quite likely to reach your goal and gain tremendous self-esteem in the process. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Seven sword cards in all decks.
8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe
Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine
Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred
Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro Cerner Farber
Taro Page 16 PREVIOUS CARD Knight Swords Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT CARD Sword King Learn the Meaning of the Swords queen! Representing the energy of the queen, this female force has traditionally been known as a widow, a crown or a divorced one. Nowadays it can be seen as a
model of self-sufficiency, independence and intelligence. She often has extremely high standards because of her subtle sensitivity, which can be perceived by those around her as critical or difficult to please. Its true motive is to improve the world, to increase the understanding of peoples, so that everyone can have the
space necessary to become completely himself. She's not interested in conforming. She is too smart to be confined to being a housewife or nanny, although she is perfectly competent in these areas. She chooses her associations (or her loneliness) and is rarely caught up in a dependent relationship - at least not for
long. Her intellect is not always the most comfortable being around, but she can count on seeing through superficiality and pointing out the truth about the situation. When the sword queen is reversed, it indicates a propensity deny your deepest feelings. Somewhere Somewhere decided that speaking for emotional truth
was selfish and unattractive. As a result, you are biased against your own needs. It is not a disadvantage to have a heart; it's a disadvantage to ignore it. Show some compassion for yourself, and thus help your loved ones love you better. Don't isolate yourself. Empathize with yourself. Serving one's own feelings and
needs is appropriate and necessary. The queen of swords in this position advises you to refrain from staying dependent on others at this time. Instead of having too much confidence in the promises people have made, harbor only those ambitions you know you can fulfill yourself. The queen of swords does not want to
wait and see what others will think, speak or do. She knows what she wants and how to get it. It does not ask for permission and does not even expose itself to strong influence. There are times in life when no one can take care of you as well as you can. Leave the sentimentality behind and take action. Prepare important
decisions for yourself because it is up to you. You're the last judge. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... The card of the Sword queen in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People
Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts
- Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic
Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry
Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fantant Winged Spirit of Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 17 PREVIOUS CARD Knight Wands Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT CARD King Wands Learn the
meaning of the queen Wands tarot This costume, commonly referred to as Wands and sometimes referred to as Rods or Staves, represents initiative, ambition, drive and desire. This is a lawsuit of the company and risks. Traditionally, imagining the energy of the queen, this represents a natural manager, a manager, The
gift is to inspire teamwork and develop tasks. She is the one who sees ensures that everything goes smoothly. She will be sweating in the sun with her family or crew, inspiring everyone to keep up and supporting morale with her infectious energy. She is the best kind of manager to have because she is like a
sophisticated but reassuring mother who knows what you have in you. She believes in her wards, and they work hard to please her. It is, however, not sentimental. As a good farmer, she treats her crops, her animals, even the people who work for her as the necessary resources to achieve the ultimate goal. If any aspect
is no longer productive or cost effective, it can let them go without a second thought. Don't look at her for empathy. Identify any hidden agendas before they alienate partners or partners. The queen wands reversal indicates a control trend that is no secret, and the people around you have an understanding to perceive
what is happening. Do not think that your hidden agenda is unnoticed, and do not deny it if it is brought to light. It is much more important that your team members trust you than to preserve your image. The queen of sticks in this position shows the need to keep her place in the chain of command and respect the
hierarchy (at least for now). It may not be time for you to be at the helm, even if you are motivated by a strong commitment to completing a project or overcoming a challenge. A perceived lack of leadership may make you want to take the reins, but don't do it! Restrain yourself and stay true to your higher ups. Stay
focused and energetic. Enthusiastically confront the challenges directly in front of you. Do it in good faith and encourage others to do the same. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... The card of the queen of sticks in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon
Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures
Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic
Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Easy Renaissance Rider Waite Waite and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit
Taro Taro Witch New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza The Quirky Winged Spirit of Taro Serner Farber Tarot Page 18 PREVIOUS CARD Six Wands Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc NEXT CARD Eight sticks learn the meaning of seven sticks of tarot cards in less
than a minute! This suit, often referred to as Wands and sometimes referred to as Rods or Staves, represents initiative, ambition, drive and desire. This is a lawsuit of the company and risks. The seventh of this costume usually shows a person who almost always successfully works his or her will in the world. This is a
man who is truly gifted, standing head and shoulders over the rest. This person sets standards and gives examples that exceed previous ideas about what is possible. In the historic tarot, this man is likely to be portrayed as admired and feared by a warrior who defeated his opponents no matter what. Such an
outstanding feat can just as easily apply to the world of media, politics or business. Beware of vanity, which can be hinted at with this card. Being successful doesn't make you invincible, and it won't protect you from mistakes! Enjoy fifteen minutes of fame and then go back to your tasks, or your head will swell, to the
detriment of your ability to succeed again.Coming to terms with a lack of motivation can boost your self-esteem. When the Seven Sticks are reversed, you can actively resist the time and energy needed to make yourself useful. You can be a role model, but you have trouble accepting the challenge. Until you come to
terms with a lack of motivation, you allow yourself down, allowing your self-esteem to shrink. Seven sticks in this position tell you it's time for peak performance now. Even if a little unprepared, you can push yourself beyond your usual limits by thinking in great terms and tweaking your competitive nature. The time and
effort spent on preparation could pay off handsomely. You may be the one who vaults right above the heads of those who thought they could surpass you. Go beyond rhetoric and verbal challenges. Now there may be a moment to prove that puts you head and shoulders above the rest by showing it off in action. A
powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Seven Wands cards in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel Taro Aquarius Archeon Archival-Modern Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Cat Eye Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crow Crow Crystal Visions
Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Taro Epicurean Taro Recipe Recipe Fantastic Tarot Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gammei Bear Haindl Halloween Halloween Hanlowin Roberts Herbal Ibis Japaridze Jolanda
Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Woman Medieval Cat Medieval SCapini Melan Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance
Ryder Wait Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait Century Spiral Staircase Stars Tarot Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Taro Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witch New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visco The Sforza's Quirky
Winged Spirit of Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 19 PREVIOUS CARD Nine wands Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT CARD Page sticks Learn the value of ten sticks of tarot cards in less than a minute! This suit, often referred to as Wands and sometimes referred to as Rods or Staves, represents
initiative, ambition, drive and desire. This is a lawsuit of the company and risks. Ten of this lawsuit is a total effort, an obsessive commitment to a task that requires everything you have. The person shown in the picture decks is unable to rest until he does so inside the thick walls of a well-protected castle in the distance. If
it fails, it will become a prey for highway robbers after dark. It doesn't matter that he's overloaded and perplexed. With this card, you have to do your best to get to completion - nothing can be allowed to interfere. No look at your life can impair your progress. Ten wands reversing suggests that you are struggling to get an
idea of the situation. Lack of objectivity can impair your ability to follow through and bring things to a close. Try to rest. Then step back to take another look at the picture in the big one. If you feel too exhausted to work towards long-term goals, rest until your vision is cleared and you remember why it's worth the effort. A
clear perspective leads to increased motivation. Ten sticks in this position advises you to remember the true, simple heart of your youth and all the idealism that she held. Now may be the time to reach deep into yourself and identify your purest, most useful impulses. As you do this, let your optimistic and honorable side
see what is good about the world. Look beyond the problems, setbacks, frustrations and frustrations you tend to see so easily. Awakening his highly-minded inner you will update your daily life with a joyful purpose. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Ten Wands cards in all decks.
decks. Tarot African Tarot Angel Taro Aquarius Archeon Modern Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat Eye Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawley Crow Spark Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Taro EpicUrean Recipe Esoterico Etteilla
Faerie Tarot Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gummee Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Joe Karmaland Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat
Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old Old Way Omegaland World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-magoric Fast and Easy Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Art Salvador Dali Santa Fe
Smith Wait Century Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witch New Palladini Tarot Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 20 PREVIOUS CARD Two of Wands
Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. NEXT CARD Four sticks learn the value of three sticks of tarot cards within a minute! This suit, often referred to as Wands and sometimes referred to as Rods or Staves, represents initiative, ambition, drive and desire. This is a lawsuit of the company and risks. The three in
this suit symbolizes an inner balance that allows you to feel more optimistic about new endeavors you are committed to, or want to commit to. In the illustrated tarot, the human character stands on the balcony, watching the ships leave the harbor, loaded with his goods into distant ports, dreaming if all goes well.
Encourage optimism within yourself. This energy must be patient and trusting because it will have to wait a while to learn how the ships are going. Meanwhile, a lot of resources are tied up until they come back with generosity. Only those who are really confident in their ideas and abilities will look at such a risk. This map
represents the energy that a person must take on great adventures and perform noble (and voyim) things. The detail that sometimes appears in the more esoteric tarot is a winged stick with two twin snakes around it, called Caduceus, which is a Mercury wand. It is an ancient symbol of a healer or shaman who can travel
between worlds to save souls from death or possession. Perhaps the feeling of being ordained of this map indicates the inner mechanisms of self-healing. Maybe it's to the courage that is required to be an entrepreneur or inventor who it is a magical process in itself, bringing not only an opportunity for success, but also
an awakening to higher potential. Rest will restore the lack of drive and optimism. Three sticks changed the dots on the temporary disk or will. You may have overdone it and burned the candle at both ends. Give yourself some time to relax and relax. When you feel restored, another look at the existing circumstances will
assure you that the prospects are still bright no matter what immediate failures may be. The three sticks in this position advises you to act quickly and powerfully on the idea or desire you felt. This map offers exquisite timing, staying at the moment and reacting to your instinct or intuition. Every fiber of your being can say
that this is a great opportunity, even if the people around you are not so convinced. There's nothing to lose from taking the risk; this is a great moment in your entrepreneurial growth. Make your move and sort out the details later. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Three Wands
cards in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot
Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic
Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider
Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged
Spirit Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 21 PREVIOUS CARD Two Swiss Coins (1JJ) deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. CARD NEXT Four coins learn the value of three coins taro cards within a minute! This costume, most commonly referred to as Coins or Pentacles, is a symbol of a magical mascot that represented
wealth or potential. This suit is something supportive, accessible to you -- whether it's health, some kind of material or financial resource. Troika is traditionally a card of genius. Here we usually usually master craftsman, confering with his masons on the installation of a beautiful stained glass window in the cathedral. This
designer is often compared to Leonardo da Vinci or Michelangelo, a multi-talented visionary who has no peers in talent or performance. The masterpiece is proudly demonstrated for future generations as an object of personal and collective pride. On some maps, genius is portrayed in his studio, alone and burning
midnight oil, in creative fermentation - forced to draw, draw, invent, or whatever work a genius wants to bring to creation. As the subtext to the genius awards are the days and weeks of intense concentration required to solve the problems that great things entail. Three coins reversed suggests that you beware of
perfectionism and other subtle forms of selfishness. This may be due to the refusal to share your gifts and vision with the world. Maybe you think the world is not worth it or are afraid that others just won't care. It's really an indirect form of perfectionism that would have you cut off your nose to spite your face. Remember
that genius acts belong more to the divine inspiration that appeals to them than to the personalities they go through. The three coins in this position assume that you demonstrate your unique capabilities. Let the world be who you really are. This is a good time to seek recognition. Once you get the grade you deserve,
accept and enjoy the recognition. Expect new and interesting offers. When they arrive, please accept them. Why hide your light under a bushel? It's not you to show false modesty. Practice saying to myself: Thank you, I take the compliment until you learn to fully let in this kind of affirmative grace with ease. A powerful
message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Three card coins in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions
Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson
Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melanized Classic Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro
Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Renaissance Easy Rider Waite Stars Taro Starter Sun and Moon Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Tarot Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Tarot Spirit Spirit Taro Witch New Palladini Tarot Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit of Taro ©Zerner
Farber Taro Page 22 PREVIOUS CARD Nine Coin Systems, NEXT CARD Page Ten of this lawsuit represents the end result of a cumulative effort - perhaps after several generations of effort - resulting in such abundance that it directly or indirectly supports many people. One layer of meaning refers to the pride of
supporting your own line of favorite souls. Imagine a flood of abundant resources so abundant that you are filled not only with pride, but also with self-respect and gratitude. Such an award can affect the fate of many families and generations. The nobility obliges the owners, and the obligation must be passed down from
generation to generation, together with abundance and freedom. Ten coins reversing suggests that having to make a whole new start is sometimes a blessing. You may feel as if you have experienced a terrible loss or fall from grace. This may be true, but both presence and loss are part of the oscillating evolution of
human consciousness. Sometimes you just have to start over. Ten coins in this position advises that you think of yourself as someone who can be a great advantage to people. Whether it's a service, invention or idea - you know you keep a stock value. Your potential treasure is enough to take care of you and yours for a
long time. How exactly are you going to manage your talent's awards? Think back to the time when you started this current journey or effort. Remember your sincerity, your innocence and your original vision. Can you replicate the success and retain your inspiration as the administrator of your current abundance? Think
of every act of spending and investing and ensuring how to sow seeds that will sprout and produce another money tree in someone else's backyard. How can you get really smart and inventive at throwing these seeds? This is your next assignment. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading
now... Ten card coins in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel Taro Aquarius Archeon Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Cat's Eye Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawley Crow Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming The Way Of English
Magic Taro Epicurean Tarot recipe card Ezotero Eteroeria Eteril Fairy Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts and Perfume Jill Goddess Golden Thread Tarot Gumm's Bear Haindl Hanson Roberts Roberts Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Yolanda Karma Lovers Way
Magical Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melanized Classic Tarot Fun Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Tarot Oswald In Kirina Fantas-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider
Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose of Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait Century Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Of The Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams of Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy



Winged Spirit Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 23 PREVIOUS CARD Six Swiss (1JJ) deck © U.S. game systems, Inc. CARD NEXT Eight coins Seven of this suit, usually paean humble worker who is ready every day and sweat on the sun. The traditional concept is cultivation, with an attitude that slowly and steadily wins
the race, with a belief in the aid of nature. The main character of this card is not justified, not capricious or capricious, but is dedicated and sees the work to the end. Of course, it's not good to count your chickens before they hatch, but there's no doubt that the person who is vigilant on the project is likely to get the desired
result. Anyone who works with nature, collaborating with it, will spend less energy and time than the person who works against it. As a side sense, we sometimes see this usually humble farmer in a moment of madness, betting the harvest on a roll of the dice. This is a moment of dementia, addiction or despair that
hopefully won't last long enough for a farmer to lose everything! Seven coins reversing suggests that you may need a warning against doing something rash or taking a gamble. This card is traditionally associated with the idea of who the player is. This is usually a person who has lost track of performance awards and
self-discipline. Such a person may be willing to put the farm on a roll of the dice, gambling not only his or her well-being, but also loved ones or others. This card is a warning against doing something rash. It's not too late to rethink your options. Seven coins in this position advises you to focus on the long term. Look for
this week or this month. This map illustrates the magic of complex interests. You'll have much better results with a slow and steady investment of time, energy and labor than you would generate by trying to win the lottery. The path to success is paved with perseverance. Glamorous or flashy movements cannot take the
place of successive steps in the right direction. If you don't understand it, you may move in the wrong direction or are not motivated strongly enough. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... Seven card coins in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon
Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures
Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic
Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait
100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro zerner Farber Taro Page 24 PREVIOUS CARD Knight Coins Swiss
(1JJ) Deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc. CARD NEXT King coins learn the value of the queen of the tarot card coin in a minute! Traditionally, representing the energy of the queen, this female guardian is endowed with great common sense and energy to solve problems, but she is not particularly enterprising. She likes to
advise, encourage and empower those she is connected to by studying their problems with them and setting them up to address them. Traditionally, it has been portrayed as Sibyl or Oracle, perhaps a tarot reader who has made himself available to people in need, no matter what their social class or situation. Nowadays,
it will be found training, healing, disaster management programs or a charitable drive of some kind. In any case, she sees no advantage that exists in her life as belonging exclusively to her. She feels the needs of her people and will be free to spend her time, energy, skills, money to see that no one is left out. For this and
because she likes to work in an atmosphere of beauty, pleasure and abundance, she is sometimes accused of extravagance. But she has worked hard, and she sees no reason to deny herself a reward for a job well done. Everyone who comes into contact with her feels enriched by her In life. The queen of coins
reversing suggests that you have to make an objective assessment of how you manage to manage life and identify areas that can be improved. This can be a warning against becoming addicted to any pleasure has you in its influence. It's important to rethink how you spend your time, money and energy over the last six
months or so and ask yourself: Is it really in balance? Is there anything I could improve in the way I managed my life? the queen of coins in this position advises you to trust the forces that have taken care of you up to this point. Keep expressing your truth without worrying that you are going to lose a roof over your head
or the bed in which you sleep. It is your destiny to be safe and sound at this time in your life. Continue with confidence and do what you so strongly believe should be done. Since the queen of coins is often the man with the best intuition in the crowd, you may feel at first as if you are going against the grain, only to later
find yourself to become the leader of a new trend. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... The king's card in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis
Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess
Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro
New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden
Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit Taro Cerner Farber Taro Page 25 PREVIOUS CARD Knight Of Cups Switzerland (1JJ) Deck © U.S. Games Systems, Inc NEXT CARD King Cups Learn the Meaning of the Cup
of the Tarot Cup in a minute! Traditionally, representing the energy of the queen, this map traditionally depicts a sensitive, vulnerable, omniscient woman who offers unconditional love. She is highly empathetic - sometimes through fault. Her caring nature exposes her to the emotions and needs of everyone else. This man
has difficulty defining her own interests in the midst of her Other. As a result, she sometimes appears a little unfocused or perhaps overwhelmed, filled like her with perfume. She represents the queen of the Grail, as well as the Goddess family.The queen of cups reverse invites you to stop all efforts to dull your pain or
distract yourself from it. Looking the other way is not going to help you anymore. Neither tries to rationalize away or control the situation. You must be emotionally honest. Be honest with yourself and others who may be involved in what you are going through. If you continue to anaesthetize the pain, it will not rise to the
surface and will not be released. Strategies of struggle that rely on distracting themselves from reality only serve to strengthen the problem. The Queen of Cups in this position encourages you to be generous, kind and forgiving. Support the ability of others to get what they want. However, remember, as with anyone in a
caring position, you have a fine line to walk around. You don't want your loved ones or teammates to become complacent or dependent, as if they could take your support for granted with little or no regard for your needs. Develop the awareness of love as a free gift and receiving. In the process, help clarify the important
distinction between receiving energy and taking it. Don't let your willingness to give be misunderstood or abused as if it were a weakness. A powerful message awaits you! Get your reconciliation tarot reading now... The cup queen card in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of
Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro
Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry
Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mystic Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One World Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fanta s-Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Waite Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait 100Thirty0y Spiral
Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestry Taro Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit Taro Witches New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal Waite Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fancy Winged Spirit by Taro zerner Farber Page 26 PREVIOUS CARD Six Swiss Cups (1JJ) deck © U.S. Game
Systems, Inc NEXT CARD Eight Cups Learn meaning Cup tarot cards in less than a minute! The seventh of this costume usually refers to works of imagination, the use of dreams and visions to invent a future different from the life one currently lives. This map reminds us that our results are not put in stone. We can pin
hopes and expectations and modernize our results. Don't be fooled by the name Fantasy, which this map sometimes gives - this map indicates the truly magical quality of the awakened imagination. Seven Cups reversal reminds you to awaken playfulness, joy and curiosity. Perhaps the lack of purpose has a deadly
effect. It's almost as if he says you've forgotten how to dream. As a result, the mind and imagination can dry up like a desert, where only the harsh light of material reality can penetrate. In this case, there is no golden glow, no higher purpose or magic spark. It is a state of mind that no one should tolerate for long. Find
what restimulates your endorphins - whether it's taking a long walk and breathing deeply, buying a bouquet of roses and lilies for your kitchen table, or making contact (perhaps through art or meditation) with something good, true and beautiful. Take this step immediately and rid yourself of the dead plane. Seven Cups in
this position advises you to relax your mind and open to dreams and imagining your inner child loves to entertain. Let me imagine a really positive outcome for this situation. Exercise creative visualization by relaxing your vigilance and letting go of your fears. As dreams develop, your electromagnetic chemistry is
stimulated to the point of achieving greater self-confidence and what you do. Even if it's just a temporary break from your fears, it's a useful exercise because it gives your psyche and body a dose of unlimited thinking and optimism. Think positively - the results can really be amazing. A powerful message awaits you! Get
your reconciliation tarot reading now... Seven cup cards in all decks. 8-Bit Tarot African Tarot Angel TarotO Aquarius Archeon Archeaton Art of Life Cagliostro Carey-Yale Visconti Tarocchi Cat People Celestial Chinese Chrysalis Classic Connolly Space Crawling Crow in Magick Crystal Visions Dark Exact Deviant Moon
Dragon Dreaming Way English Magic Tarot Epicurean Tarot Recipe Card Esoterico Etteilla Faerie Taro Fantastic Creatures Fantastic Taro Fenestra Feng Shui Forest Folklore Fradella Gendron Ghosts - Spirits Jill Goddess Golden Thread Taro Gumm'nice Bear Haindl Halloween Hanson Roberts Herbal Hermetic Ibis
Japaridze Jolanda Karma Lovers Way Magic Manga Marcel Medicine Woman Medieval Cat Medieval Scapini Melaned Classic Tarot Merry Day Modern Medieval Morgan-Greer Motherpeace Taro Mondays Napo Taro New Century Old English Old Way Omegaland One One One Taro Oswald Wirth Paulina Fantas-
Magoric Fast and Light Renaissance Rider Wait Royal Thai Sacred Art Sacred Rose Salvador Dali Santa Fe Smith Wait Century Spiral Staircase Stars Taro Starter Sun and Luna Swiss (1JJ) Tapestr The Lunar Tarot of the Lunar Garden Tarot Dreams Taro Spirit of the Taro Witch New Palladini Taro Ukiyoe Universal
Wait Vampire Taro Vanessa Visconti-Sforza Fantant Winged Spirit of Taro Cerner Farber Taro Taro Taro
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